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“Venus, in her Underclothes”
With her Persona Masks

This paper doll is considerably taller than I am, if you count the hanger she is perpetually
attached to and the curl of paper beneath her legs. Her body is a bit larger than my size.,
vertically and horizontally. She has an unsightly scar on her thigh and her real features are
obscured by a mask of cosmetic enhancement. Moment to moment, life changes. So I’ve
provided her with an array of persona masks so that she can function within society as we
know it.
Venus is a large, soft woman of uncertain age. We have come upon this mature woman in
her underwear. She is how the rest of us would be under the circumstances. She has put
on a good face about it.

her Clothes…

“Gramma’s Favorite Shirt”
and

“Striped Pants”

These are my grand kids - - not all alike the way cut-out dolls are replicas, one an overlay of the
other. And, of course, they’re more fun to look at than jewelry charms. My grand children
vary widely in age, appearance, personalities and activities and I would imagine so do
yours. Having said this, anyone would also say there is that connecting thread of family
resemblance uniting us all in our clan.
I’ve chosen a pair of slacks to go with her favorite shirt.

As a teenager I was looking forward to
flitting around the court in a pleated tennis
skirt. I loved the look and feel of my tennis
racket which had been a birthday present.
I had a strong back hand, but beyond a
course of lessons and intermittent practice
as a young girl, my birthday racket
collected dust.
I wonder, would tennis have been a take
for me, had these new twenty first century
rackets been invented? I don’t know
whether ownership of a tennis skirt would
have been enough to sustain motivation.
Doubtful. I wish tennis hadn’t been, at the
time, so closely identified with country club
membership. Nowadays, people wear
what is comfortable to play tennis and play
with people who enjoy the game.

“Tennis Racket, Unused and
Tennis Racket Getting Some
Use”

People can take up yoga at
any age.
They say that simply placing
our bodies in the various
poses can release that
which we might not be
consciously aware of. We
are told to be mindful of
thoughts that float into
our mind’s eye as we do
the various poses.
For instance, tree pose
reminds me of my roots,
on the earth plane, my
family history,and
connectedness to the
Great Beyond. It is the
pose that fascinates me
most. Tree pose
respects connectedness
and alerts me to the
balance that I as an
individual need to
maintain.

“Tree Pose”

“Half Lotus”
I like to think of the yoga pose,“half lotus,”
just as I hope that “half a loaf is better than
none.” That is, if a person my age and
experience can’t do “lotus” pose - resting
both of your feet on the thigh of the other
leg - then half a lotus pose also works pretty
well.
The thinking behind this is from the
metaphor “lotus” which describes the
natural unfolding of lotus petals as a
gradually opening. Yoga urges a person to
ease into any pose. In time, more flexibility
will come.

“Nighty Nite in the
21st Century”
The paper doll books of the
forties often had a sleep outfit
which was a nightgown.
Often, also the paper doll
held a lit candle up to her
heart. I have brought the
bedtime scenario into the
21st Century with what many
of us carry up to our
bedrooms before nodding off.

“Chocolate
High”

Clothes can/should
allow a woman to do
what she loves to do.
In this instance, Venus
loves to cook.
Cupcakes! In my art
classes, I frequently
used cupcakes as
subject matter for
practicing watercolor
painting skills. It made
sense to me. People
learned better if they
were focusing on
something enjoyable.
Choose cupcakes as
your subject matter
sometime and you will
see how many skills at
one time you will be
practicing.

Within my own cohort, the term “matchiematchie” has been a derisive
characterization. We wanted to avoid
dressing to perfection, as we would have put
it. That was a handy rationalization when
the budget prevented buying additional
accessories.
But “matchie-matchie” is what I do in the
studio every day. Paintings need to be
coordinated down to the finest detail. The
coordinating should be subtle and should
contribute to a unified expression. (That’s
what I learned in art school.)
Venus is my paper doll and my painting, so I
have indulged myself. I have coordinated
just for the fun of it. And because once you
have already invested in a stack of
watercolor paper, a little more paper used
doesn’t seem extravagant.
Outfit, jewelry, and even shoes are all
matchie-matchie.

“Matchie-matchie”

I’ve read that it’s good for older adults
to learn a language in order to retain
cognitive sharpness. I am teaching
myself sign language from a web site
on the internet.
The gesture in this snowsuit
represents the sign for “winter”. These
winter coveralls are available at
farmers’ supply warehouses. Try them
on and you will feel very cozy but 10
feet tall and wide. Size was a problem
for many tall or large girls in my cohort.
Do you wear a covering that is less
warm but more attractive? Your
choice.
Winter coveralls have very long
zippers and when faced with this
challenge in the studio, I was reminded
of my 7th grade sewing class and the
Singer treadle machine. Sewing this
extraordinarily long “plaque” (zipper)
without zigzags or knots might have
jepardized my grade. I’ve made it
easy on myself by collaging the zipper
in.

“Winter’s Sign
with Mittens”

Clothes make you comfortable while
you’re doing things.
At the doggie run, pockets are important.
Boots are for the muddy days and hoods
are for the windy ones.
Here I am honoring Ellie who is with the
angels. Ellie was a beautiful black
princess dressed in Laborador mix
clothes. Ellie slobbered, but she always
came back with her ball.

“Doggie Run with Ball”

Many of us, before the
advent of TV and video
games, read books.
Reading books was
entertainment - a way to
travel through space and
time, a way to dream and
plan for the future.
It was a way to understand
the past and present. Many
of us would agree that we
grew the structure of our
philosophies with the written
word as our great resource.
Here is a list for you with
some of the many books
that have made a difference
in my own life. I am hoping
you would suggest a book
that I might read.
Please see attachment to this Power Point.

“Suggested Reading”
with reading list handouts

The “Separates”skirt, top, and boots
also
shorts and bare midriff

I’ve noticed that clothes catalogs are mostly about “separates” that people can
purchase in order to mix and match for outfits. Here are some separates that use all of
the variety of tubes of green that I own, mixing and matching as I went.

“Comfortable Bathing Suit”
Some of these outfits represent life as I
and many other mature women know it.
This outfit is different. It is a fantasy. A
fantasy, because it is a bathing suit that is
comfortable. This one that I conjured up
doesn’t ride up, dries evenly and quickly,
and hasn’t faded in the sun.

“Ball Gown”

•

I chose a figure
revealing soft evening
gown for Venus, one
where her moves
would be revealed to
be exactly what they
are.

This outfit/piece is part of my personal medical
history. When relief and healing came to me, I
wanted to dance a jig, even though all I had on
was a scant hospital gown.

“Dancing to a Sinus Rhythm”

“her Things”

Ear
Rings

Her ear rings came
from many
watercolor paintings
that went bad.
Stored in a box of
scraps, I could
retrieve them, cut
them up, glue them
and find some
colorful hardware at
the handcraft store.

“her Issues”

“Venus,
Directing from the Get-Go”

Once the subject matter is chosen and first paint stroke connects with the paper, I feel more like a facilitator than a Creator
of ART. I do what the piece needs me to do. I come to hear what the piece is whispering/saying/demanding/pleading.
For this particular paper doll exhibition, I didn’t know what the paper doll really looked like under her mask. Over the many
months of working on this collage, there were two questions I wasn’t able to resolve. What did she look like under her
mascara’d face mask? And “The artist’s left hand appears to be holding something; what is it?” It occurred to me the two
questions were related. If the artist is holding her mask, then we can see the face revealed. The piece was finished that
day.

“Catalog Clothes”

Before the winter holidays, many clothes catalogs arrive in
the mail. Most of the women portrayed in these catalogs are
relatively young women with slim figures, no visible figure
faults, scars or birthmarks. If customers were to purchase the
array of clothing, several rooms would be needed for clothes
alone. So a person must choose. Working on the weekends,
I cut up these catalogs on my kitchen table and reconstructed
the images according to subject matter. The little black
dress, the separates - jacket, slacks, vest.
There were many specialty food catalogs in the mail. I
reconstructed some of those to form an apron.

Some Women’s Issues

Most of the drawings/collage art in this hallway are “precursor” images.
Women’s issues have continued to crop up in my artwork over the years.

“Appendix”

Installation Team Members
Many, many thanks to
(left to right) Johanna Allex, Lee Bjerke,
Mike Allex, Carol Bjerke, and Dave Huber.
Notice the intelligent focus of our team as we
installed the “difficult wall.”

Hand’s-on Alcove

Gallery exhibitions are collaborations between the Artist and the Visitor to the Gallery.
Visitors brought stories of their own about paper doll games in the past. For this
exhibition, many visitors returned once or twice with friends.
When they saw the Hands-on Alcove, returned with young children to make paper
dolls and to fine tune a paper doll home in the making at the side of the room. Some
adult visitors made paper dolls and added to the paper doll home as they made their
way through the exhibition for the first time.

“Little Girls and their Paper Dolls”

Before the birth of “Venus,” I was making paper
doll clothes for this paper doll on a smaller
scale - in a traditional manner - in my studio.
During the latter months of preparation for the
show, the clothes became too numerous for
just one frame. The image that was intended
as adornment for the Hands-on Alcove became
a diptych.

My big sister Diane and I played paper dolls when we
were small. We made paper doll homes from materials
and discards that we fround around our house. The
homes were nestled at the side of stairways, under
chairs and tables or in bedroom corners.
For this exhibition I invited Diane to make a paper doll
home with me. She, in turn, enlisted the help of her
young student Dasha. I enlisted the help of Diane’s
daughter Jennie (a graphic arts student). The four of us
got this home started and invited visitors to the exhibition
to fine tune it. I left a box of supplies out for them. What
you see is a combination of what we started and some of
the additions that visitors thought of.

Paper Doll Home

Paper doll games, in progress
All of these began as rolls of torn
watercolor paper hanging on hangers in
the studio. As I had an idea for one, I
took it down from the rack and worked on
that one. The others waited until an idea
came to me.

In progress…

I like to work on a big
table. Gallon jugs of
water served as paper
weights while adding
collage elements. Here,
I was adjusting her right
hand. I needed to
flatten the layers of
paper out so that I could
then bend the fingers
(painted on the top
layer) over.

“Suggested Reading”
in progress

I used stones to weigh down areas so that I would have a flat surface to paint
on at times. This is a favorite wide flat stone.

Finished pieces.
After nine months, the rolls of paper were
replaced by a closet full of clothes.

